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In the Midst of Ultimate Betrayal, Is It Possible to Let Sleeping Dogs Lie?
New Novel Delivers Inspiration, Allegations and Family Secrets
September 2006 ― The buzz is building and is sure to soon spread nationwide. Kimani
Press offers a tasty treat for those who relish a good story. Patricia Haley’s latest
inspirational fiction Let Sleeping Dogs Lie (ISBN 1-58314-624-5) is so intense with drama
and surprising revelations that it’s sure to hold readers hostage until the final pages.
Angela and Sylvia Reynolds are loving sisters with issues in a seemingly rock-solid family.
Angela, their mother’s favorite, is deeply angry and challenged by her faith to repair her
marriage after a devastating betrayal. She’s also resentful of both her sister’s success and
her firm place in their father’s heart. Struggling to find answers and some peace, Angela’s
thrown herself into planning her parent’s big wedding anniversary celebration, only to
discover that the example of their lifelong commitment makes her own marriage seem
more of a bitter failure. But the perfect family portrait is slipping from its frame and Angela
refuses to acknowledge it. Paternity questions, suspicions of abuse and legal allegations
involving a minor soon have Angela primed for a meltdown.
Meanwhile, “Daddy’s Little Girl” is busy battling her own whirlwind of demons. Sylvia is a
respected therapist with a thriving practice and numerous professional awards. What she
hasn’t yet won, however, is a lasting relationship with any of the good men who’ve entered
her life, nor her battle to resist the disturbing pull of a nightmare that’s recurred since
childhood. When suspicions threaten her cherished relationship with her father, Sylvia is
forced to unmask the demons of the past. Knowing her decisions could hasten the
crumbling of a family in crisis, she turns to another vulnerable soul― her sister’s husband.
When a tragic and untimely death causes one Reynolds family member to refuse to keep
secrets any longer, Angela, Sylvia and their mother Louise must each in her own way,
seek the courage to tell and to learn, the truth. This, while outside forces threaten the life
they’ve known and the family’s good name is muddied in sensational front-page headlines
in the local newspaper. Husbands and wives will have cause to consider the cost of total
honesty, sisters will have to decide where the point-of-no-return lies, elders will be called to
test the power of faith and its influence over the family they’ve carefully built and protected.
Let Sleeping Dogs Lie will grip readers with a compelling tale of longing and redemption.
As it entertains, it prompts readers to examine the uses of their own faith and to ponder
what their resilience might be like in the face of life-altering disclosures by loved ones. It’s
a fulfilling journey that will remain on the minds and lips of readers for some time.
Patricia Haley is the national best selling author of Nobody’s Perfect, No Regrets, Blind Faith, and
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